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“Education means the bringing out of the ideas of universed validity which are intend in the mind of everyman”

-Socrates

Education is derived from the Latin word ‘Education’ which means to draw out, to foster growth and to develop.

Education may be defined as a purposive conscious or unconscious psychological, sociological, scientific and philosophical process which brings about the development of the individual to the fullest extend and also the maximum development of society in such a way that both enjoy maximum happiness and prosperity.

Education makes human being to act their part in this world successfully education is a very important condition and an important weapon for accelerating the well being and properly.

Education, nation and society

Education is to secure and provide for continued national security. Education develops such necessary qualities in the individuals so that they are eager to sacrifice their all even their lives for the security and honour of the nation.

- Education can give us necessary training and educate in us their noble sentiments of patriotism, nationalism and sacrifice.
- National discipline is essential for growth and development of a country. Education promotes national; discipline. It may noted that India is an Independent state now.
- Education preserves social and cultural heritage. Each society has legitimate pride over its social heritage which is never allows to decay and die out. Education conserves and preserves this heritage which is the basic function of a society.
- Education spreads political awakening in the people developing civic sense of their rights and duties for the promotion of their own good and good of society.
Education imports knowledge of these latest development to the individuals and provides adequate inspiration for use in turn bring about the creation of new ideas, values and goals which society gradually adopts.

Education must be seen not just a subset of society, but also a superset that can transform society just as the Industrial force changed the face of England in 19th century education revolution can reengineer society in 21st century in India. The general enlightenment that good education will bring to people will be accompanied by associated socio-economic elevation.
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